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  CHARACTERS & BACKGROUND

FILM 3   |   HOW NOT TO TELL SOMEBODY THEY HAVE BODY ODOUR

  FILM 4   |   HOW TO TELL SOMEBODY THEY HAVE BODY ODOUR

Brian is Clive’s manager. Clive is new to the job, and has only worked with Clive for 3 months. Several members of staff have 
complained to Brian, and he has noticed himself, that Clive has a body odour problem.

Clive has recently split up with his wife Claire, and now lives in a small flat. He is having problems with the boiler, and also 
struggles with the new routine of getting the kids ready for school, as well as dealing with his own needs.

Brian has called Clive in for a chat.

Brian is direct to the point of being blunt:
‘you’ve got a body odour problem’
‘everyone’s talking about it’
‘have you not noticed people opening the windows near you …?’

Clive appears embarrassed and humiliated – he is not given the chance to talk about the issue or explain his circumstances.

The point of the conversation appears to be for Brian to feel better – rather than as an opportunity to have a chat with
Clive: ‘I’m really glad I got that off my chest’.

Brian is attempting to be informal and friendly, but says too much and wants to move on too quickly. He is not in tune
with Clive.

Offering the deodorant (‘I’ve got you a little present’) is deeply patronising and humiliating for Clive.

Brian looks uncomfortable, which is appropriate and authentic.

Brian uses silence to allow Clive to talk. Brian is direct and sympathetic with the feedback – and once he has given it he 
remains quiet.

Brian empathises with Clive:
‘I don’t want to embarrass either of us more than is necessary …’

This gentler, more sympathetic approach encourages Clive to open up. Although the silences may feel long and
embarrassing, they give Clive the opportunity to think, and the time to explain himself.

Brian uses clear and sympathetic language:
‘Thanks for being so open – you have my sympathy and support.’
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  BEHAVIOURS TO ENCOURAGE

•	 Owning the message
•	 Clarity
•	 Using silence
•	 Getting to the point
•	 Landing the message
•	 Don’t rescue the other person
•	 Keeping an open mind
•	 Being tough on the facts, open minded on the reasons
•	 Being appropriately challenging
•	 Using sympathy and empathy
•	 Keeping calm and not humiliating the other person
•	 Being kind
•	 Empathy – putting yourself in the other person’s shoes
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  CHARACTERS & BACKGROUND

  FILM 6   |   HOW TO HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT SOMEBODY’S PERSONAL LIFE

Louise is a new manager in the company. Pete, one of her direct reports, has been with the company a long time.

Pete does a lot of work away from his desk – meeting with clients at their offices or in local hotels. His previous manager
encouraged this kind of contact, and generally shared the same relaxed approach.

However, there is office gossip that Pete is having an affair with a key client, Sally Davis. Things have to come to a head
this week - Pete did not come to the team build – an evening bowling session. Instead he was having another meeting
with Sally Davis.

Louise is uncomfortable bringing up the subject of the alleged affair:
‘there’s just one sort of little thing that I wanted to have a chat with you about.....nothing to worry about’

Louise’s approach is littered with ‘weazle’ words – she says ‘you know’ several times, and um’s and ah’s. There is a lack of
clarity in her intentions – why is she bringing this up?

Louise’s tone betrays her sense of discomfort:
‘It seems that you’re spending quite a lot of time with Sally at the moment’,

There is no direct questioning – instead there are statements backed up with assumptions and office gossip. 
Louise even names the individuals doing the gossiping.

There is a sense that Louise is somehow enjoying the gossip and tittle tattle.

Louise gets to point straight away:
‘It’s a bit of a delicate subject, but I think it’s my job as your manager to make you aware that there is ‘office gossip’
about your relationship with Sally Davis, and more importantly the amount of time you are spending with her …’

Louise adopts a non-judgemental style and tone – she owns the feedback, asks questions and uses silence.

Louise makes it clear that she doesn’t want to embarrass Pete, and also that she is clear about the purpose of the conversations
which is the impact his behaviour is having on the team:
‘whatever the nature of the relationship, it is starting to have an impact on the office.......what’s important to me is
to keep things running smoothly, and they’re not at the moment’.

FILM 5   |   HOW NOT TO HAVE A CONVERSATION ABOUT SOMEBODY’S PERSONAL LIFE
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  BEHAVIOURS TO ENCOURAGE

•	 Owning the message
•	 Clarity
•	 Using silence
•	 Getting to the point
•	 Landing the message
•	 Don’t rescue the other person
•	 Keeping an open mind
•	 Being tough on the facts, open minded on the reasons
•	 Being appropriately challenging
•	 Using sympathy and empathy
•	 Keeping calm and not humiliating the other person
•	 Being kind
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  CHARACTERS & BACKGROUND

  FILM 8   |   HOW TO HAVE A DIFFICULT CONVERSATION WITH A PEER

Janine and Darren work together. 

They are peers and depend on each other for updates for reports, so that the work can progress smoothly. Their boss, Keith, 
needs a monthly document that both of them contribute to.

Darren feels that Janine is not pulling her weight, and is often late with information, which holds him up. In reality, Janine is 
struggling to use the new IT package, but is too embarrassed to admit it to Darren, as she has already sought help, and is still 
finding it hard to use.

Darren sounds abrupt and accusatory from the start:
‘Janine can I have a word ?’

Janine is trying to avoid the conversation, suggesting having a cup of tea instead.

Darren appears frustrated – his sentences are short, direct and judgemental:
‘You’re making me look really stupid……..just get me the figures’

Darren doesn’t pick up at all that Janine is struggling with the IT.

Darren sounds aggressive, and his behaviour is driven by frustration at not being able to get his job done.

Janine in turn is very defensive, emotional and feels under attack. At the end, her reaction is that of a child.

Darren approaches Janine in a much more conciliatory way. He reflects back Janine’s phrase ‘not as such’, as a question.

Darren questions Janine about her problems with the IT package – he sounds open minded. Darren is clear about the
impact of the late information:

’Our report’s late again and it’s the third month running, it really doesn’t make us look good….’

but he also empathises with Janine’s problems.

Janine is open about the problem this time:

‘I’m not usually this bad with IT, it’s just this package, I’m finding it really complicated …’

By listening to Janine, being confident, open and empathetic, Darren finds a solution that fits them both – if Janine can
work more efficiently, then that will benefit him too.

FILM 7   |   HOW NOT TO HAVE A DIFFICULT CONVERSATION WITH A PEER
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  BEHAVIOURS TO ENCOURAGE

•	 Owning the message
•	 Reflecting back words and phrases as questions eg. ‘not as such’ 
•	 Clarity
•	 Using silence
•	 Getting to the point
•	 Landing the message
•	 Don’t rescue the other person
•	 Keeping an open mind
•	 Being tough on the facts, open minded on the reasons
•	 Being appropriately challenging
•	 Using sympathy and empathy
•	 Keeping calm and not humiliating the other person
•	 Being kind
•	 Offering support if appropriate


